Week 9 Tutorial

Preparation
Before this tutorial you are expected to have read Topic 2 Chapter 3 of the book (pages 293-321).

Aim
The aim of this tutorial is to develop your understanding of how operating systems work.

Questions
- Questions 1-4 on page 298 (Topic 2, Chapter 3)
- Questions 1-4 on page 305 (Topic 2, Chapter 3)
- Questions 1-5 on pages 308-309 (Topic 2, Chapter 3)

Outcome
Fill in the tutorial summary sheet as best you can, including the group’s assessment of how well each person has worked in the group.

Reflection
Why isn’t there just one operating system? Why aren’t there dozens of them? How come there are really only three?
Tutorial 9 Summary Sheet

Summary of outcomes:

Questions solved:

Questions attempted but unfinished:

Questions not attempted:

Points to raise with tutor or lecturer:

Peer and self assessment: (see the final tutorial for mark guidelines)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
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</tr>
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Other Comments: